Biomedical abbreviations and acronyms are widely used in biomedical literature. Since many of them represent important content in biomedical literature, information retrieval and extraction benefits from identifying the meanings of those terms. On the other hand, many abbreviations and acronyms are ambiguous, it would be important to map them to their full forms, which ultimately represent the meanings of the abbreviations. In this study, we present a semi-supervised method that applies MEDLINE as a knowledge source for disambiguating abbreviations and acronyms in full-text biomedical journal articles. We first automatically generated from the MED-LINE abstracts a dictionary of abbreviation-full pairs based on a rule-based system that maps abbreviations to full forms when full forms are defined in the abstracts. We then trained on the MEDLINE abstracts and predicted the full forms of abbreviations in full-text journal articles by applying supervised machine-learning algorithms in a semi-supervised fashion. We report up to 92% prediction precision and up to 91% coverage.
Introduction
Abbreviations and acronyms 1 are widely used in the biomedical literature. The names of many clinical diseases and procedures, and of common entities such as genes and proteins, have widely used abbreviations. Many abbreviations represent important concepts in the biomedical literature [1] . Because many abbreviations are ambiguous, for example, the abbreviation CAT denotes chloramphenicol acetyl transferase, computer-aided testing, computer-automated tomography, or choline acetyltransferase [2] depending on the context in which the abbreviation appears, information extraction and retrieval may benefit from identifying the actual meaning of an abbreviation. Since the full form of an abbreviation usually represents the meaning of the abbreviation, if we were to correctly map an abbreviation to its intended full form, we would equivalently identify the meaning of the abbreviation.
We distinguish between two types of abbreviation occurrences. First, abbreviations may be disambiguated (''defined'') near their occurrence in the text. This typically is achieved by linking the abbreviation and the intended full form with a linguistic construction such as a parenthetical expression, apposition, or use of words such as ''i.e.,'' ''that is,'' and equivalent expressions. The second type of abbreviation appears without the intended full form nearby. This second type of abbreviation is more prevalent and harder to disambiguate. In our earlier study, we have analyzed ten randomly selected biomedical full-text articles and found that 75% of a total of 358 abbreviations in these articles were never defined [3] .
In this paper, we build upon our earlier work which identifies with high precision and recall defined abbreviations (i.e., cases where the abbreviations and intended full forms are explicitly linked) [3] . Using these simpler cases as training data, we postulate that the features occurring near abbreviations of this kind will have a similar distribution to the corresponding features for the same abbreviation when it is used in the same sense, i.e., to represent the same (hidden in that case) full form. This assumption leads us to apply supervised learning methods to what is essentially a classification problem, since defined abbreviations and their full forms can be extracted automatically. Our method does not depend upon a knowledge source for sense listing. We extracted senses automatically from the MEDLINE abstracts. Since we are able to obtain the data for training automatically, the system resembles a semi-supervised approach in the economy of effort required to accomplish the task.
We develop approaches for disambiguating biomedical abbreviations in full-text journal articles. A unique challenge in disambiguating abbreviations in full-text articles is the difficulty in obtaining training sets directly from the articles. Though full-text biomedical journal articles are increasingly available online, their number is still small compared to the number of the MEDLINE abstracts. The approach that first maps an abbreviation to its full form and subsequently assigns the article to the training corpus will face the challenge of data sparseness since some abbreviations may be defined only in few articles. It is unlikely that the available full-text journal articles themselves would be sufficient for training. The data sparseness will also cause a problem in generating an exhaustive biomedical abbreviation-full form list automatically from full-text articles.
To overcome the data sparseness of full-text articles, in this study, we explore the use of multiple corpora for obtaining the necessary knowledge during training. We trained on the larger number of the MEDLINE abstracts and predicted on full-text journal articles directly. We report results on predicting biomedical abbreviations on two leading full-text journals.
Related work
There are a number of systems that have been developed to map abbreviations to full forms when the intended full forms are explicitly defined in the articles. Examples include [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] that reported {recall, precision} range from {73%, 84%} to {96%, 98%} [13] . Note that system-wide performance comparison is difficult due to a lack of common standard. Methods for mapping abbreviations to full forms falls into two broad categories: either abbreviations are linked to full forms when the full forms appear nearby in the text (e.g., in parentheses) according to a set of rules or patterns [3, 11, 12, [14] [15] [16] , or a statistical disambiguation method chooses one of the full forms for an abbreviation based on the context (nearby words) the abbreviation occurs in [4, 16, 17] .
We have earlier developed AbbRE [3] that was specifically developed in the biomedical domain to map abbreviations to full forms when the full forms are explicitly defined in biomedical full-text articles. AbbRE operates through a set of manually annotated rules assigning matches between letters in the abbreviations and words in the full form. These rules include:
• The first letter of an abbreviation matches the first letter of the meaningful word of the full form.
• The abbreviation matches the first letter of each word in the full form.
• The abbreviation letters match consecutive letters of a word in the full form.
• The abbreviation letter matches a middle letter of a word in the full form if the first letter of the word matches the abbreviation.
AbbRE was evaluated in full-text biomedical articles and found to have 70% recall and 95% precision.
Fewer systems, on the other hand, have been developed for full form recognition of abbreviations of which intended full forms are not explicitly defined. Pustejovsky and colleagues [4] applied a vector space model, a typical information retrieval technique, for acronym sense disambiguation. Given an article in which the abbreviation is ambiguous, the task is to use the article to retrieve a similar article in which the same abbreviation has a defined full form; such full form is then predicted to be the intended full form of the abbreviation to be disambiguated. Pustejovsky and colleagues [4] , however, evaluated their method with only one abbreviation with four distinct meanings that appears in a small set of testing abstracts (42 abstracts). [18] and [19] applied word-sense disambiguation methods for disambiguating medical abbreviations in medical notes. Both methods obtained the senses of abbreviations from the knowledge source Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), a biomedical knowledge source that incorporates a small set of abbreviations and their possible full forms [20] . Both applied surrounding words as features for disambiguation. Liu and colleagues [18] applied machine-learning approaches including naïve Bayes and decision lists and reported 92-97% precision on disambiguating 12 medical abbreviations. Pakhomov [17] applied statistical maximum entropy techniques and reported 89% accuracy on disambiguating six medical abbreviations.
In this study, we present a word-sense disambiguation model for identifying the full forms of biomedical abbreviations in the full-text articles. Unlike previous models ( [18] and [19] ), we do not depend on an existing knowledge source for sense listing. We generated a sense dictionary automatically from the MEDLINE corpus.
We also propose a full-form-normalization method to normalize variations among full forms. Variations among full forms are abundant in the biomedical literature. For example, one sense of ITP includes varied full forms: immune allergic thrombocytopenia, immune mediated thrombocytopenia, immune thrombocytopenia, and immunothrombocytopenia. It is important to recognize those variations so that the abstracts or the full-text documents that incorporate the same sense for a given abbreviation can be clustered into one group for training. We developed an algorithm that identifies the variations among full forms. We have found that such normalization has significantly enhanced the performance for sense disambiguation. Neither [18] nor [19] mentioned the full-form-variation problem.
Finally, we present the first attempt in the field to train on the MEDLINE abstracts to obtain the necessary knowledge and then apply the knowledge to predict the sense labels of ambiguous terms that appear in the full-text journal articles. The disambiguation task is very important because full-text journal articles are increasingly available online. Additionally, we report a high accuracy for disambiguation, which has made our algorithms feasible to apply for real use.
Methods
We describe the corpora we used, the dictionary we obtained automatically, the training and test sets we used, our machine-learning methods, and our evaluation procedure and metrics.
Text data
We used two corpora in our study. One consists of eleven million MEDLINE records , freely distributed by NLM, which contain the same number of titles and over six million abstracts (note that not all MEDLINE records contain abstracts). The MEDLINE records were used as a resource for generating the abbreviation-full form dictionary and were used for the training sets for disambiguating the abbreviations in full-text journal articles. The MEDLINE records were also used as both training and testing for cross-validation. The journal corpus consists of 40,933 (1995-2001) full-text articles of The Journal of Biological Chemistry (JBC) and 3530 (1996-2001) full-text articles of The Journal of Clinical Investigation (JCI). Both journal collections were a part of the GeneWays collection [21] . The journal articles were used to generate disambiguation test sets and reference standards for evaluation.
Preprocessing
We converted the format of MEDLINE records from XML to regular text files and the full-text biomedical journal articles from HTML to regular text files. We lowered the case and removed hyphens: a hyphen was removed when it was used to break up a line; a hyphen was replaced with a space when it was used to connect multiple words. We treated a title as an individual sentence. We then parsed the abstracts into sentences based on a set of handcrafted rules. The most challenging task for splitting a sentence in the biomedical domain is the ability to identify abbreviations, which are frequently used in the biomedical texts. We have summarized a set of heuristic rules for identifying an abbreviation and have incorporated the rules to parse abstracts into sentences. Specifically, we consider a word as an abbreviation if it matches to a list of common biomedical abbreviations, or the word is a one-letter word (a-z, but not ''I''), or the word has no vowels and no digits, or the word contains a period and has no digits. We have evaluated the sentence splitter with a total of 114 MEDLINE abstracts that have been manually split into sentences and have found a performance of 92.2% precision and 94.5% recall. The performance is a little better than MXTerminator [22] , which achieved 91.9% precision with 93.4% recall.
Abbreviation-full form dictionary
We applied AbbRE to 11 million MEDLINE records to generate a knowledge source of abbreviations and full forms. To make our knowledge source exhaustive, we assigned an arbitrary full form (denoted as XXX) to each abbreviation to represent other full forms that either could not be captured by AbbRE or did not appear in the MEDLINE records.
Full-form normalization
Term variations are abundant in the biomedical domain. In particular, one meaning of an abbreviation frequently comes with different full forms that incorporate variations in word forms that derive from the same root, or variations in the formation of compound forms, or variable additions to the basic words that are being abbreviated. It is important to normalize the full forms that represent the same sense, otherwise, the full forms would represent ''distinguished senses'' that only introduce noise for the training and testing. We carry out three processing steps to normalize full form variations:
I. In the first step Porter's stemming algorithm [23] is applied to all the full forms found for a single abbreviation. Those full forms that stem to the same string are identified as synonyms. For example, the abbreviation ''scid'' has multiple variations of full forms including ''severe combined immunodeficiencies'' ''severe combined immunodeficiency'' ''severe combined immunodeficient'' ''severely combined immunodeficient'' ''severe combine immunodeficient'' After we apply the Porter's algorithm to those full forms, we obtain the single form ''sever combin immunodefici''; this allows us to conclude that they are variations.
II. If two full forms do not produce the same stemmed form, we then pass two tests to measure the similarity of two full forms: a high similarity indicates that they represent the same full form. The first test is based on the Trigram Matching Algorithm (for additional details see the Appendix A). We apply the Trigram Matching Algorithm [24] in its cosine form with IDF global and log (TF+1) local weights. Here TF is the count of the trigram being weighted within a phrase. This algorithm when applied to two phrases produces a score in the range 0-1 as a rating of how similar the two phrases are. We find that when the stemmed versions of two phrases represent synonyms and both phrases are significantly longer than the abbreviation, then they generally achieve a Trigram similarity score of 0.5 or greater. However, if one of the phrases is short, the threshold may be set higher. This has led us to an empirical formula for a threshold below which we do not consider phrases as candidates for synonymy. If len is the length of the shorter of two phrases and len abr is the length of the abbreviation then the score must be at or above a threshold of 0.5 + 0.5 exp (ÀlenÀ1 + 2len abr ).
Again for the abbreviation ''scid'' the strings ''b icr scid scid'' and ''scid fc'' achieve a trigram similarity score of 0.651908. The relatively high score is a known problem with the cosine similarity calculation applied to short documents (in our case short strings). It requires a correction [25] and our approach is to use the above formula to produce a threshold that is higher for shorter strings. In this case the threshold is 1.0 and excludes the pair of strings from further consideration for synonym status.
III. While the processing under II eliminates the bulk of phrase pairs that are not synonyms, we still find it necessary to apply an additional test to eliminate further non-synonymous phrase pairs. In this we look for a consistent assignment of the abbreviation letters to the two phrases being considered. If there is a consistent assignment the phrase pair is accepted as a valid synonym pair, otherwise it is rejected. To make this approach work we define a model for an abbreviation as an identification of where the letters in the abbreviation were taken from the phrase. Some models are more reasonable than others and this leads to optimal models. If two phrases have optimal models that are consistent, those phrases pass the consistency test for acceptance as synonyms. If either fails to have a model or if they simply fail to have a pair of consistent optimal models they fail the consistency test.
We proceed to the detailed definition of models, optimal models, and consistent models.
Let abr denote an abbreviation of length len abr and let phr1 denote a corresponding full form of length len1. Then a model for phr1 is an integer array mod1 of length len abr taking values between 0 and len1 and satisfying 0 6 i < j < len abr ) mod1½i < mod1½j
Thus a model is just an identification of the letters of the abbreviation with the same letters in the phrase and in the same order. A model is one way in which the abbreviation could have been constructed. Of course not all models are of equal quality or likelihood as an explanation for the abbreviation. This leads us to score a model as to its quality. Each letter assignment of a model is scored. The score for mod1 [ 
other than an alphabetic character (usually a space, or possibly a dash or number, etc.). Otherwise the score is 0. The score for a model is the sum of the scores for each of the characters it maps. We will refer to a model with the highest possible score as an optimal model. Any phrase that possesses a model will have one or more optimal models.
As an example, consider the abbreviation ''acd'' and the stemmed full form ''acid citrat and dextro.'' A model will be an assignment of the letters of the abbreviation to letters in the full form that occur in the full form in the same order as in the abbreviation. Thus ''acid citrat and dextro'' would denote a model with score 2 as does ''acid citrat and dextro.'' Neither of these models is optimal because there is a model ''acid citrat and dextro,'' which achieves a score of 3 and is in fact optimal. It is readily apparent that the optimal model represents the origin of the abbreviation. Thus one sees the importance of optimal models. Now suppose mod1 is an optimal model for phr1 and mod2 is an optimal model for phr2, both based on the abbreviation abr. In order to consider these two models consistent we require that certain conditions be satisfied at each letter of the abbreviation. 
This latter condition is imposed because very short segments tend to be highly ambiguous and should only be allowed to identify with other highly ambiguous segments. If these conditions are satisfied at each i, then we say mod1 and mod2 are consistent.
Again consider abbreviation ''acd'' and consider the two stemmed full forms ''acid citrat dextro formula a'' and ''acid sodium citrat dextro.'' These full forms have optimal models ''acid citrat dextro formula a'' and ''acid sodium citrat dextro'' and it is readily apparent that when corresponding marked letters are compared the parts of words following these marked letters are the same and the models are therefore consistent and the full forms are thus considered synonyms.
Training and testing sets
To train our system and evaluate our methods, we randomly selected 60 abbreviations from the LRABR file of the Unified Medical Language System SPECIALIST lexicon [26] . LRABR consists of over 10,000 common biomedical abbreviations. For each abbreviation, we extracted from the MEDLINE collection any record that contains any of the 60 abbreviations with definitions that could be detected by AbbRE. The total number of the MEDLINE abstracts that defined any of the 60 abbreviations is 46,860. This collection of the MEDLINE records was used for training.
The full-text journal articles were used for testing. The Journal of Biological Chemistry has special rules for listing abbreviation-full form pairs. It requires authors to list abbreviation-full forms at the end section of an article if the abbreviations were used in the article. We included an article in the testing set if the article contains any of the 60 abbreviations in its abbreviation-full form list. We found 989 such articles. The Journal of Clinical Investigation, on the other hand, does not have the section for listing the full forms of abbreviations that appear in the articles. We therefore included for testing those articles that contain any of the 60 abbreviations with definitions that could be detected by AbbRE. We found, however, only 64 JCI articles that defined 24 abbreviations out of the 60 we selected.
We assume that once an abbreviation is defined, the meaning or the full form of the abbreviation remains the same throughout the rest of the MEDLINE abstract and full-text article. This is the principle of ''one sense per discourse'' [27] . We grouped all the sentences that contained the abbreviation (we removed the full form) in an abstract or article and those sentences were used for the learning. Note that our training sets were heterogeneous in the sense that the size of the training sets is different among different abbreviations and among different full forms because some abbreviations are more frequently defined and some full forms are more frequently used. To allocate the training sets to represent the unseen full form XXX, we assigned any full form to be XXX if the abbreviation appeared together with the full form in less than six abstracts. The number six was chosen empirically.
Machine learning
We have applied two supervised machine-learning methods, namely, naïve Bayesian and support vector machines (SVMs); both are widely used for text categorization problems. The naïve Bayesian algorithm is based on the assumption that attributes are distributed independently within the classes to be learned. Thus each attribute, in this case a term, can be weighted separately based on its distribution in the training set. If t represents a term and p + represents the probability it appears in any document in the positive set and p À the probability that it occurs in any document in the negative set, then the weight of that term is given by the formula
For binary classification problems it is convenient to represent the contributions of terms by their weights. One scores documents in the test set by summing the weights of the terms they contain. For details the reader may consult [28] [29] [30] [31] . We have found that performance is improved with this learner if we remove from the scoring any terms with weights less than 1.0 and we refer to this as feature selection (weight > 1.0). Such feature selection (weight > 1.0) is used implicitly in all the applications of naïve Bayes in this study. Support vector machines (SVMs) learn the linear hyperplane that separates a set of positive examples from a set of negative examples with maximum margin (the margin is defined by the distance from the hyperplane to the nearest of the positive and negative examples). Support vector machines are important because they have yielded improved performance over naïve Bayes in a number of learning environments [28] . We use Platt's [32] sequential minimal optimization method of training support vector machines. We have followed Platt in taking the error tolerance eps to be 0.01. When the algorithm comes within eps of satisfying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions it halts with the resultant solution. There is a second parameter C, which is an upper bound on the individual Lagrange multipliers in the problem. Its interpretation is a penalty factor which penalizes the objective function which one seeks to maximize. For each data point that violates the margin the penalty is C times the distance of the violation. Values of 1.0, 0.5, 0.1, and 0.05 for C have been tested [28] and all gave close to the same results with 0.1 and 0.05 as the best and essentially equivalent. The value 0.01 gave a decreased performance by 0.5%. In the work reported here we use a C of 0.1. In order to obtain efficiency in SVM training we pruned the set of features by using a chi-square criterion. Each feature is assigned the chi-square values coming from the contingency table relating relevant set versus non-relevant set and feature-present versus featureabsent. We retain the features with a chi-square value greater than 3.84.
The learning features in both naïve Bayes and SVMs applications included single words and contiguous word pairs without punctuation or stop words [28] . We removed from the sentences the full forms that correspond to the abbreviations. We trained on the entire MEDLINE training sets and predicted the full forms of 60 abbreviations among full-text journal articles.
Cross-validation
To describe our methods of cross-validation and prediction, we use the abbreviation abl as an example. Let A þ T ðablÞ represent all the abstracts that contain abbreviation abl and one of its full forms. There are several full forms of abl, such as agaricus bisporus lectin, and abetalipoproteinemia. Let us suppose there are M full forms for abl and denote these full forms by the list fff i g M i¼1 . Because naïve Bayesian and Support Vector Machine-learning methods require some reasonable number of examples on which to train, we require a full form to occur at least six times in association with its abbreviation to include it on the list fff i g M i¼1 . If the frequency of a full form was less than six, we put it into the category XXX. We treat XXX as a miscellaneous category and also include it on the list. The number of abstracts belonging to the category XXX must also be at least six. If this condition could not be satisfied the abbreviation was excluded from consideration.
Given a full form ff k , the set A We generally perform n-fold cross-validation for some small n. This involves randomly dividing the sets A þ T ðabl; ff k Þ and A þ T ðabl; $ ff k Þ each into n disjoint and as nearly equal pieces as possible. The attempt at equal division here is to prevent the pathological situation when some training set has no good abstracts or no bad abstracts and one cannot learn. This is potentially a problem when there are few good abstracts. Then in n cross-validation rounds we learn the difference between good (associated with the full form) and bad (not associated with the full form) from the training set and we then apply that learning to produce scores for the abstracts in the test set or sets. This is done for each of the full forms. Now our objective is to assign each abstract to some full form. Because there are many full forms and we cannot directly compare the scores produced based on the learning for different full forms, we must convert the scores to probability predictions that a given full form is correct for a particular document. Such probabilities can be directly compared across multiple predictions. This leads us to approach the problem of prediction in two stages:
Stage I. We perform 10-fold cross-validation on A þ T ðabl; ff k Þ and A þ T ðabl; $ ff k Þ. All the scores on the test data from all 10 rounds are combined and the Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV) Algorithm [33, 34] is applied to learn the relationship between score and probability of having ff k as the correct full form. In some cases the number of documents having ff k as their full form are too few to allow for 10-fold cross-validation. In those cases we still do at least 4-fold cross-validation to learn the relationship between score and probability. This is guaranteed by the requirement that at least six documents have ff k as their full form.
Stage II. We perform 3-fold cross-validation on A þ T ðabl; ff k Þ and A þ T ðabl; $ ff k Þ. We chose 3-fold cross-validation rather than the more common 10-fold cross-validation because for many k the sets A þ T ðabl; ff k Þ will have only six abstracts which can be naturally divided into four for training and two for testing. In each of the three rounds the learning on the training data is used in two ways:
(A) The test documents in A þ T ðabl; ff k Þ and A þ T ðabl; $ ff k Þ are scored and the scores are converted to probabilities that ff k is the correct full form. (B) All the journal articles are scored and the scores are converted to probabilities that ff k is the correct full form.
When the 3-fold cross-validation is completed all the members of A þ T ðablÞ will have received a probability predicting their likelihood of having ff k as their correct full form exactly once. All the journal articles that incorporate the abbreviation abl will have received a probability predicting their likelihood of having ff k as their correct full form three times. These three probabilities are averaged to yield a single probability.
What we have just described in two stages applies to a single full form for the abbreviation abl. This same procedure is followed for each of the M full forms. The end result is a probability vector predicting the likelihood that an abstract belongs to the full form ff k for each of the M full forms. This applies to all the abstracts in A þ T ðablÞ and the journal articles. Finally, we assign as our prediction to each abstract or full-text article that full form with highest probability.
Evaluation metrics and gold standard
Since we introduced XXX to represent unseen full forms, we evaluated by coverage (i.e., the percentage of all predictions that predict non-XXX) and precision (i.e., the number of correctly predicted full forms divided by the total number of predicted full forms). The coverage value indicates the capability of our system in predicting non-XXX full forms. For cross-validation performed in the MEDLINE abstracts, we reported macro-precision (i.e., the average precision among all predictions). We also reported microprecision (i.e., the precision that is the average precision of all abbreviations) and the standard deviation (std). Because the prediction instances in full-text journal articles are much smaller than the MEDLINE abstracts, we reported only the results of macro-precision.
We generated the prediction reference standard automatically. The reference standard for the journal JBC consisted of those pre-defined abbreviation-full form pairs that were listed at the end of the articles. The reference standard for the journal JCI consisted of abbreviation-full form pairs captured by AbbRE.
Results
We generated a total of 574,327 unique pairs of abbreviation and associated full form from 11 million MEDLINE records. Fig. 1 shows the distribution (from eleven million MEDLINE records) of the numbers of abbreviations paired with different numbers of full forms. The abbreviations ''or'' and ''ca'' corresponded to the largest numbers (>600) of different full forms (e.g., ''ouabain-resistant,'' ''orienting response'' and ''calcium,'' ''catecholamine'' and ''common enterobacterial antigen,'' respectively). We measured the numbers of abbreviation-full form pairs that occur at different frequencies throughout MEDLINE. The average number of full forms for any abbreviation was 9.6 ± 3.7.
From the MEDLINE records, we obtained a total of 567 unique abbreviation-full form pairs for the 60 abbreviations we evaluated. The average number of full forms for the 60 abbreviations was 9.44 ± 14.45. The average number of abstracts that were used for training was 781 ± 807. We calculated a lower bound for performance from the assignment of each abbreviation to its most frequent full form. The average lower bound was a precision of 0.41 ± 0.17. Fig. 2 shows a naïve Bayes sample prediction output.
The results of cross-validation are listed in Table 1 in which we report the coverage and precision with and without our full-form normalization. We applied bootstrapping analyses and the results (at a = 0.05 level) show that naïve Bayes and SVM performed equally in all cases of cross-validation. Our results show an enhanced performance in both coverage (an up to 5% increase) and precision (an up to 5% increase) when we normalized the full-form. The results of prediction on full-text articles using normalization are listed in Table 2 .
Discussion
We have developed and evaluated a context-based semi-supervised approach that uses a combination of rules and supervised machine-learning algorithms for predicting the full forms of abbreviations in full-text biomedical journal articles. Our approach is novel in that it is the first model that resolves the problem of abbreviation ambiguity in full-text journal articles. Our approach is also semi-supervised in that we automatically generated the training sets and the dictionary of abbreviation-full forms. We combined our statistical methods with a rule-based model that uses the MED-LINE records. We also trained from the MEDLINE data and applied the resulting classifiers to a somewhat different text form, full-text journal articles. We have performed a large scale evaluation and obtained approximately 90% coverage and precision for predicting the full forms of abbreviations in biomedical journal fulltext articles. 1377599 is the abstract pmid; 0-1 represents predicted probabilities of the full forms (e.g., c termin peptid and citrat transport protein); note that the full forms are stemmed. Synonymous full forms are listed as one cluster, to which the probability is assigned. The full form(s) with the highest predicted probability is selected as the predicted full form(s) for an abbreviation. The results show that our approaches resulted in a coverage of 0.77-0.91 and a precision of 0.86-0.95 in predicting the full forms of ambiguous abbreviations with an average of 10 senses in both MEDLINE abstracts and full-text journal articles. Note that most other systems disambiguated many fewer senses (typically two senses). Our results also showed little differences between micro-precision and macro-precision; the results indicate that the approaches were robust and effective in predicting all abbreviations with different training sizes and numbers of senses.
Our results show that both coverage and precision values are higher in full-text journal articles than in the MED-LINE abstracts. The results could be explained by the facts that the full-text articles tended to be longer than the MEDLINE abstracts and therefore the surrounding context that could be used for disambiguation was larger than the abstracts. The performance differences could also be the results of the evaluation biases. For example, the abbreviations evaluated in full-text articles were either the common abbreviations (i.e., for JBC, we selected the abbreviations if they were listed by the journal) or the abbreviations (in JCI) that could be captured by our AbbRE system.
Our results show that our strategy of applying the MEDLINE records for training is important. While the number of abstracts that could be used for training 60 randomly chosen biomedical abbreviations were over 46,000, there were only about 1000 full-text journal articles (i.e., 989 JBC and 64 JCI) that could be used for the training. A small training set would almost certainly lead to poor performance. Our results indicate that MEDLINE is efficient as a knowledge source for disambiguating abbreviations in the full-text articles.
We empirically evaluated the assumptions in our study. We generated an abbreviation-full form dictionary automatically from the MEDLINE abstracts based on the assumption that abbreviations were usually defined in some of the abstracts, especially when the full form was first used in the literature. Even if an abbreviation was not defined in some abstracts, it may be defined in other abstracts due to information redundancy. We also assumed that the majority of abbreviation-full form pairs that were defined could be captured by our automatic system AbbRE. Our results of high coverage empirically validated all the assumptions above.
Our results show that full-form normalization has significantly enhanced the performance in full-form prediction in the MEDLINE abstracts. Our good prediction coverage indicates that a majority of abbreviation-full forms in the MEDLINE abstracts can be captured by AbbRE. Note that the reported recall of AbbRE was 74% and was lower than the coverage we found in our disambiguation. This was due to the fact that AbbRE was sensitive to how the full forms were defined. For example, AbbRE may miss some abbreviation-full form pairs when the full forms were not defined with parentheses. The higher coverage of our disambiguation suggests that even though AbbRE may miss some abbreviation-full form pairs in some abstracts or articles, it can capture the same abbreviation-full form pairs in other articles where the abbreviation-full form pairs are expressed in a suitable format recognized by AbbRE. Therefore, our results suggest that the actual recall of AbbRE in generating the abbreviation-full form dictionary from the MEDLINE records is higher than 74%.
v f ¼ logðCtðf in p1Þ þ 1Þ Â log N n f
:
Here the local factor is log(Ct(f in p1) + 1) and Ct(f in p1) is just the count of the number of times f appears in p1. The global factor is logð N n f Þ where N is the number of phrases in the whole collection PH and n f is the number of phrases in the collection that contain the feature f at least once. If a feature f does not occur in a phrase then the count of the feature in that phrase is zero and the local part of the weight is zero and forces the vector to have a zero component v f for that feature. Thus, for any given phrase only a small number of the features will have a nonzero component in the vector representing that phrase. For example p1 has a nonzero component for ''dna'' or ''seq,'' but the component for ''std,'' ''rna,'' or ''wnt'' would be zero.
The third or final step in the algorithm is to use the vector representation of two phrases, say p1 and p2, to compute how related those two phrases are. This computation uses the cosine formula based on the vector representations of the phrases.
In this formula v p1 AE v p2 is the vector dot product. The resulting similarity is always a number between 0 and 1 inclusive and the more similar the phrases the closer to 1. For more information regarding the cosine formula and its use in similarity calculations we refer the reader to [35] [36] [37] .
